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Abstract⎯⎯⎯⎯Recently, neural networks have shown good
results for detection of a certain pattern in a given image. In
our previous papers [1-5], a fast algorithm for pattern
detection using neural networks was presented. Such
algorithm was designed based on cross correlation in the
frequency domain between the input image and the weights
of neural networks. Image conversion into symmetric shape
was established so that fast neural networks can give the
same results as conventional neural networks. Another
configuration of symmetry was suggested in [3,4] to improve
the speed up ratio. In this paper, our previous algorithm for
fast neural networks is developed. The frequency domain
cross correlation is modified in order to compensate for the
symmetric condition which is required by the input image.
Two new ideas are introduced to modify the cross correlation
algorithm. Both methods accelerate the speed of the fast
neural networks as there is no need for converting the input
image into symmetric one as previous. Theoretical and
practical results show that both approaches provide faster
speed up ratio than the previous algorithm.

Keywords⎯⎯⎯⎯Fast Pattern Detection, Neural Networks,
Modified Cross Correlation

I. INTRODUCTION

Pattern detection is a fundamental step before pattern
recognition. Its reliability and performance have a major
influence in a whole pattern recognition system. Nowadays,
neural networks have shown very good results for detecting
a certain pattern in a given image [6,9,11,12]. But the
problem with neural networks is that the computational
complexity is very high because the networks have to
process many small local windows in the images [8,10].
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In our previous papers [1-5], a fast algorithm for pattern
detection using neural networks was presented. Such
algorithm was designed based on cross correlation in the
frequency domain between the input image and the weights
of neural networks. In [5], practical realization using
MATLAB proved that a symmetry condition is necessary
and must be found either in the input image or in the neural
weights so that those fast neural networks can give the same
correct results as conventional neural network for detecting
a certain pattern in a given image. In our previous papers
[3,4], we succeeded in improving the speed up of the
detection process by converting the input image into a
symmetric form with less dimensions compared with the old
symmetric image introduced in [5]. Mathematical analysis
and simulation results for this symmetric configuration
proved that the number of computation steps required by
fast neural networks is reduced. Although the speed up ratio
is increased, the symmetric condition still causes the fast
neural networks to consume a large number of computation
steps. This is because image conversion into symmetric
form increases the dimensions of the input image.

Here, the cross correlation, implemented in the
frequency domain, is modified in order to compensate for
the symmetric condition which is required in the input
image. Two approaches are presented in order to
compensate for the symmetric condition. Fast neural
networks for pattern detection are described in section II. In
section III, the previous symmetric configuration for the
input image to speed up the detection process is discussed.
Two new ideas to compensate for this symmetry condition
are presented.

II. THEORY OF FAST NEURAL NETWORKS BASED

ON CROSS CORRELATION IN THE FREQUENCY

DOMAIN FOR PATTERN DETECTION

Finding a certain pattern in the input image is a search
problem. Each subimage in the input image is tested for the
presence or absence of the required pattern. At each pixel
position in the input image each subimage is multiplied by a
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window of weights, which has the same size as the
subimage. The outputs of neurons in the hidden layer are
multiplied by the weights of the output layer. A high output
implies that the tested subimage contains the required
pattern and vice versa. Thus, we may conclude that this
searching problem is cross correlation between the image
under test and the weights of the hidden neurons.

The convolution theorem in mathematical analysis says
that a convolution of f with h is identical to the result of the
following steps: let F and H be the results of the Fourier
Transformation of f and h in the frequency domain.
Multiply F and H in the frequency domain point by point
and then transform this product into the spatial domain via
the inverse Fourier Transform. As a result, these cross
correlations can be represented by a product in the
frequency domain. So, by using cross correlation in the
frequency domain, speed up in an order of magnitude can
be achieved during the detection process [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9].

In the detection phase, a sub image I of size mxn (sliding
window) is extracted from the tested image, which has a
size PxT, and fed to the neural network. Let Xi be the vector
of weights between the input sub image and the hidden
layer. This vector has a size of mxn and can be represented
as mxn matrix. The output of hidden neurons hi can be
calculated as follows:
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where g is the activation function and bi is the bias of each
hidden neuron (i). Eq.1 represents the output of each hidden
neuron for a particular subimage I. It can be obtained from
image Z as follows:
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Eq.2 represents a cross correlation operation. Given any two
functions f and d, their cross correlation can be obtained by
[1]:
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Therefore, Eq.2 can be written as follows [1]:

( )ibiXZgih +⊗= (4)

where hi is the output of the hidden neuron (i) and hi (u,v) is
the activity of the hidden unit (i) when the sliding window
is located at position (u,v) and (u,v) ∈[P-m+1,T-n+1].

Now, the above cross correlation can be expressed in terms
of the Fourier Transform:

( ) ( )( )iX*FZF1FiXZ •−=⊗ (5)

Hence, by evaluating this cross correlation, a speed up ratio
can be obtained comparable to conventional neural
networks. Also, the final output of the neural network can
be evaluated as follows:
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where q is the number of neurons in the hidden layer.
O(u,v) is the output of the neural network when the sliding
window is located at the position (u,v) in the input image Z.

The complexity of cross correlation in the frequency
domain can be analyzed as follows [5]:

1- For a tested image of NxN pixels, the 2D-FFT requires a
number equal to O(N2log2N

2) of complex computation
steps. Also, the same number of complex computation steps
is required for computing the 2D FFT of the weight matrix
for each neuron in the hidden layer.

2- At each neuron in the hidden layer, the inverse 2D FFT is
computed. So, q backward and (1+q) forward transforms
have to be computed. Therefore, for an image under test, the
total number of the 2DFFT to compute is
O((2q+1)N2log2N

2).

3- The input image and the weights should be multiplied in
the frequency domain. Therefore, a number of complex
computation steps equal to O(qN2) should be added.

4- The number of computation steps required by fast neural
networks is complex and must be converted into a real
version. It is known that the two dimensions Fast Fourier
Transform requires O((N2/2)log2N

2) complex
multiplications and O(N2log2N

2) complex additions. Every
complex multiplication is realized by six real floating point
operations and every complex addition is implemented by
two real floating point operations. So, the total number of
computation steps required to obtain the 2D-FFT of an NxN
image is [5]:

ρ=O(6((N2/2)log2N
2) + 2(N2log2N

2)) (7)

which may be simplified to:

ρ=O(5N2log2N
2) (8)
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Performing complex dot product in the frequency domain
also requires O(6qN2 ) real operations.

5- In order to perform cross correlation in the frequency
domain, the weight matrix must have the same size as the
input image. So, a number of zeros = (N2-n2 ) must be added
to the weight matrix. This requires a total real number of
computation steps = O(q(N2-n2)) for all neurons. Moreover,
after computing the FFT2 for the weight matrix, the
conjugate of this matrix must be obtained. So, a real number
of computation steps =O(qN2) should be added in order to
obtain the conjugate of the weight matrix for all neurons.
Also, a number of real computation steps equal to O(N) is
required to create butterflies complex numbers (e-jk(2Πn/N)),
where 0<K<L. These (N/2) complex numbers are multiplied
by the elements of the input image or by previous complex
numbers during the computation of FFT2. To create a
complex number requires two real floating point operations.
So, the total number of computation steps required by fast
neural networks becomes [5]:

σ=O((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +6qN2+q(N2-n2)+qN2 +N ) (9)

which can be reformulated as:

σ=O((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(8N2-n2) +N ) (10)

6- Using a sliding window of size nxn for the same image of
NxN pixels, O(q(2n2-1)(N-n+1)2) computation steps are
required when using traditional neural networks for pattern
detection process. The theoretical speed up factor η can be
evaluated as follows [5]:
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2
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7- But as proved in [5], this cross correlation in the
frequency domain (Fast Neural Networks) gives the same
results as conventional cross correlation (Conventional
Neural Networks) only in two cases. Either the weights are
symmetric or the input image is symmetric. It is very
complex to allow the weights to be symmetric in the
required form which needs to be as follows [5]:
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dw
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0
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(12)

Adding this constraint to the learning rules will cause many
well known problems during the training process of the
neural network. Another solution is to convert the input
image into one of the required symmetric forms as shown in
Fig. 1. As the input image has a dimension of (N), the new
symmetric image will have a length of (2N). In this case,
the number of computation steps required by fast neural
networks can be calculated as follows [5]:

σ2N=O((2q+1)(5(2N)2log2(2N)2)+q(8(2N)2-n2) +2N) (13)

But, converting the non-symmetric input image into a
symmetric one will slow down the proposed fast neural
networks more compared to conventional neural networks.
In this case, for any size of the input image, dividing the
number of operations required for conventional neural
networks by those needed by fast neural networks (Eq. 11)
gives a lower speed up ratio than the one listed in Table 1
[5].

III. A MODIFIED CROSS CORRELATION

ALGORITHM FOR FAST NEURAL NETWORKS

In this section, a modification in the cross correlation
function, implemented in the frequency domain, is
established by two methods in order to improve the speed of
the fast neural networks. In [3,4], the symmetric form shown
in Fig. 2 for the input image was presented. This form
reduced the number of computation steps required by fast
neural networks for pattern detection. The input image was
converted into symmetric form by rotating it 180 degrees.
Then, both the up and down images were tested as one
(symmetric) image consisting of two images. In this case,
this symmetric image has (2NxN) dimensions. By
substituting in Eq. 9 for the these dimensions, the number of
computation steps required for cross correlating this
symmetric image with the weights in the frequency domain
can be calculated as follows [3,4]:-

σ=O((2q+1)(5(2N2log2N+2N2log22N))+q6(2N2)+ q(2N2-
n2)+q(2N2)+2N) (14)

which can be simplified to:

σ=O((2q+1)(10N2(log22N+ log2N)) +q(16N2-n2)

+2N) (15)

So, the speed up ratio in this case can be calculated as:

���
�		
�

++++
+=η

2N)n-q(16NN))log2N(log1)(10N(2q

1)n-1)(N-q(2n
O

22
22

2

22
(16)

The theoretical speed up ratio in this case with different
sizes of the input image and different in size weight
matrices is listed in Table 2. Practical speed up ratio for
manipulating images of different sizes and different in size
weight matrices is listed in Table 3 using 700 MHz
processor and MATLAB.
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Here, two methods are presented to compensate for this
symmetry condition by modifying the cross correlation
implemented in the frequency domain.

A) The First Method

Modification in cross correlation is performed by
rotating the input image down and computing the Fast
Fourier Transform in two dimensions for the rotated
version. Then, the conjugate matrix of the resulted matrix is
obtained. The conjugate matrix of the Fast Fourier
Transform in two dimensions for the weight matrix is also
calculated. This method provides a correct result as
conventional neural networks when cross correlation is
done in the frequency domain. Using this procedure, there is
no need to convert either the input image or the weights
into symmetric form. In this case, Eq. 10 can be written as
follows:

σ=O((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(8N2-n2)+2N2+N) (17)

The term 2N2 is added to the number of computation steps
required by fast neural networks (Eq. 10). N2 computation
steps are required for image rotation into down direction.
The other N2 computation steps corresponds to the
computation of the conjugate matrix of the Fast Fourier
Transform for the input image in two dimensions.

The speed up ratio can be calculated as follows:

���
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O
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The theoretical speed up ratio in this case with different
sizes of the input image and different in size weight
matrices is listed in Table 4. Also, practical speed up ratio
for manipulating images of different sizes and different in
size weight matrices is listed in Table 5 using 700 MHz
processor and MATLAB.

On the other hand, instead of rotating the input image, the
weight matrix can be rotated into down direction. Therefore,
qN2 operations are added to the total number of
computation steps required for Fast Neural Networks. But
the final matrix resulted at the output of neural network
should be rotated into down direction. This adds N2

operations to the number computation steps required by Fast
Neural Networks. The conjugate of the Fast Fourier
Transform for the input image is automatically computed in
the dot function. Thus, N2 operations are added to the
number computation steps required by Fast Neural
Networks. In this case, Eq. 10 can be written as follows:

σ=O((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(9N2-n2)+2N2+N) (19)

The speed up ratio can be calculated as follows:
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O
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(20)

B) The Second Method

The problem is that the MATLAB dot function computes
the conjugate of the input image automatically which is not
needed to perform cross correlation in the frequency
domain. Therefore, we have to remove the effect of
computing this conjugate matrix so that fast neural networks
can give the same results as conventional neural networks.
The idea is to compensate for the symmetry condition by
performing a permutation between the input image and the
weight matrix. In this case, there is no need to compute the
conjugate of the weight matrix as it will be obtained
automatically during the computation of the dot function.
The dot function in MATLAB computes the conjugate of
the first matrix automatically before performing the dot
multiplication (See Appendix A). So, a permutation is made
between the first and the second matrix before the dot
multiplication is started. In this case, the first matrix after
permutation will be the weight matrix. By performing this
permutation and applying the dot multiplication, there is no
need to convert the input image into symmetric one.
Furthermore, there is no need to rotate either the input
image or the weight matrix. Moreover, there is no need to
compute the conjugate matrix of the Fast Fourier Transform
either for input image or the weight matrix as the conjugate
matrix of the Fast Fourier Transform for the weight matrix
is computed automatically through the dot function. In this
case, the total number of computation steps required by fast
neural networks is:

σ=O((2q+1)(5N2log2N2) +q(8N2-n2)+N) (21)

and the speed up ratio can be calculated as follows:

��
�����
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N)n-q(8N)Nlog1)(5N(2q

1)n-1)(N-q(2n
O

222
2

2

22
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The theoretical speed up ratio in this case with different
sizes of the input image and different in size weight
matrices is listed in Table 6. Also, practical speed up ratio
for manipulating images of different sizes and different in
size weight matrices is listed in Table 7 using 700 MHz
processor and MATLAB. It is clear that the results listed in
Tables 6 and 7 are the same as those listed in Tables 4
and 5. This is because the effect of the term 2N2 on the
number of computation steps in Eq. 17 is very small. So, the
speed up ratio given by Eq. 18 is approximately the same as
that in Eq. 22.

Note that, in all of these experiments the Fast Fourier
Transform of the weight matrix as well as all related
computation for the weights (such as rotation and conjugate
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of the Fast Fourier Transform) can be rotated off line before
starting the test phase. Thus, all the calculations and terms
corresponding to the weight matrix can be removed.
Although, this reduces the number of computation steps
required by fast neural networks, a restriction on the input
image to be with fixed dimensions is added.

VI. CONCLUSION

Two new approaches for fast neural networks have been
presented. The number of computation steps required by
both methods has been proved to be less than the previous
method. This has been accomplished by modifying the
frequency domain cross correlation algorithm implemented
in MATLAB. By using these new methods, there is no need
for image conversion into symmetric shape as presented in
our previous work. Simulation results have shown that both
methods give the same speed up ratio which is faster than
the previous one.

Appendix “A”
For the “dot(a,b)” function implemented in MATLAB, when
dealing with complex numbers (i.e. a and b are complex numbers),
this dot function provides different result unless the conjugate of
the first number “a” is computed at the first. The next is an
example for computing the dot product of two complex numbers (a
and b) and executed at the MATLAB dot prompt:

» a=1-2i
a =

1.0000 - 2.0000i
» b=4-3i
b =

4.0000 - 3.0000i
» c=a*b
c =

-2.0000 -11.0000i
» d=dot(a,b)
d =

10.0000 + 5.0000i
» e=conj(a)
e =

1.0000 + 2.0000i
» dnew=dot(e,b)
dnew =

-2.0000 -11.0000i

The correct result "c" is different from “d=dot(a,b)”. Unless we
compute "e=conj(a)", and then perform dot(e,b). The result is
“dnew=c”. The same error occurred when “a” and “b” are matrices
“dot(a,b,dim)”, unless the conjugate of matrix “a” is computed
before the dot multiplication is performed.
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TABLE 1
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF COMPUTATION STEPS (IN MILLIONS) REQUIRED FOR CONVENTIONAL AND FAST NEURAL NETWORKS TO

MANIPULATE IMAGES SHOWN IN FIG.1 WITH DIFFERENT SIZES (N=20).

Image size Conventional Neural Networks Fast Neural Networks (2N) Speed up ratio

100x100 157,267170 196,098091 .802
200x200 785,281170 882,028364 .890
300x300 1892,695170 2113,036584 .896
400x400 3479,509170 3918,549456 .888
500x500 5545,723170 6319,116413 .877
600x600 8091,337170 9330,582337 .867
700x700 11116,351170 12965,856005 .857
800x800 14620,765170 17235,856005 .848
900x900 18604,579170 21986,745146 .846

1000x1000 23067,793170 27716,501654 .832

TABLE 2
THE THEORETICAL SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF CONVERTING AN

IMAGE INTO SYMMETRIC ONE THROUGH ROTATION INTO DOWN

DIRECTION.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 1.71 2.36 2.96
200x200 1.88 2.79 3.79
300x300 1.89 2.85 3.96
400x400 1.86 2.85 3.99
500x500 1.84 2.82 3.98
600x600 1.82 2.80 3.96
700x700 1.80 2.77 3.93
800x800 1.78 2.74 3.90
900x900 1.76 2.72 3.87

1000x1000 1.74 2.70 3.84

TABLE 3
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF CONVERTING AN

IMAGE INTO SYMMETRIC ONE THROUGH ROTATION INTO DOWN

DIRECTION.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 5.29 6.74 11.16
200x200 4.46 6.24 9.94
300x300 4.17 5.08 8.66
400x400 3.59 4.78 7.45
500x500 3.40 4.34 6.87
600x600 3.30 4.42 6.16
700x700 3.12 4.20 5.74
800x800 2.60 3.58 4.76
900x900 2.97 4.10 5.38

1000x1000 2.57 3.47 4.63

TABLE 4
THE THEORETICAL SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF ROTATING THE INPUT

IMAGE DOWN AND COMPUTING THE CONJUGATE OF FAST FOURIER

TRANSFORM IN TWO DIMENSIONS FOR THE INPUT IMAGE.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 3.67 5.04 6.34
200x200 4.01 5.92 8.05
300x300 4.00 6.03 8.37
400x400 3.95 6.01 8.42
500x500 3.89 5.95 8.39
600x600 3.83 5.88 8.33
700x700 3.78 5.82 8.26
800x800 3.73 5.76 8.19
900x900 3.69 5.70 8.12

1000x1000 3.65 5.65 8.05

TABLE 5
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF ROTATING THE

INPUT IMAGE INTO DOWN DIRECTION AND COMPUTING THE CONJUGATE OF

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM IN TWO DIMENSIONS FOR THE INPUT IMAGE.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 7.88 10.75 14.69
200x200 6.21 9.19 13.17
300x300 5.54 8.43 12.21
400x400 4.78 7.45 11.41
500x500 4.68 7.13 10.79
600x600 4.46 6.97 10.28
700x700 4.34 6.83 9.81
800x800 4.27 6.68 9.60
900x900 4.31 6.79 9.72

1000x1000 4.19 6.59 9.46
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TABLE 6
THE THEORETICAL SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF MODIFYING THE CROSS

CORRELATION ALGORITHM IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN BY PERMUTING THE

INPUT IMAGE AND THE WEIGHT MATRIX IN DOT FUNCTION.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 3.67 5.04 6.34
200x200 4.01 5.92 8.05
300x300 4.00 6.03 8.37
400x400 3.95 6.01 8.42
500x500 3.89 5.95 8.39
600x600 3.83 5.88 8.33
700x700 3.78 5.82 8.26
800x800 3.73 5.76 8.19
900x900 3.69 5.70 8.12

1000x1000 3.65 5.65 8.05

TABLE 7
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR SPEED UP RATIO IN CASE OF MODIFYING THE

CROSS CORRELATION ALGORITHM IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN BY

PERMUTING THE INPUT IMAGE AND THE WEIGHT MATRIX IN DOT FUNCTION.

Image size Speed up ratio
(n=20)

Speed up ratio
(n=25)

Speed up ratio
(n=30)

100x100 7.88 10.75 14.69
200x200 6.21 9.19 13.17
300x300 5.54 8.43 12.21
400x400 4.78 7.45 11.41
500x500 4.68 7.13 10.79
600x600 4.46 6.97 10.28
700x700 4.34 6.83 9.81
800x800 4.27 6.68 9.60
900x900 4.31 6.79 9.72

1000x1000 4.19 6.59 9.46

Fig. 1. Image conversion from non-symmetric to symmetric one. Fig. 2. Image conversion from non-
symmetric to symmetric one through

rotation into down direction.
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